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International Conflict
and Military Expenditures
AN EXTERNALITY APPROACH

CARLOS SEIGLIE
Department of Economics
Rutgers University, Newark

This article analyzes the two-stage problem a country faces in first choosing the
optimal amount of arms to acquire and then deciding whether it can improve upon the
allocation that emerges after the first stage by engaging in a military conflict. A model is
introduced based on the concept of economic externality to generate conflict situations in
the first stage. Then comparative static results are derived by varying the parameters of
this model, for example, the rate of technological progress in the military sector and the
rate of economic growth, and examining whether the conflict situation improves or
worsens as the social welfare of the nations change accordingly. Uncertainty is then
introduced and the results are analyzed. Finally, the last part explores the conditions
under which the conflict situations presented in the first stage actually lead to the outbreak
of war.

The purpose of this article is to analyze how internal economic
constraints-resource, technological, and informational-affect the
character of international interactions between nations. These constraints will influence the extent of cooperative processes, like international trade, or of conflict situations, like arms races, by affecting
production and the evaluation of different opportunities that emerge
from international interactions (see Russett, 1983, for a discussion of the
Internal vs. External debate). Although our model will focus on the
process of acquiring arms, the model is general enough to permit an
analysis of many other forms of interactions, as well as to enable the
incorporation of different assumptions about preferences and equilibrium. The key to the model is the assumption that actions by nations
AUTHOR'S NOTE: I greatly appreciate comments and suggestions made by Gary
Becker, Bob Johnson, Lester Telser, and the anonymous referees. Thanks also go to Allan
Hernandez.
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may have effects not only on their own welfare, but may impose "external" effects on other nations. Some of these externalities have "positive"
effects, for example, the banning of fluorocarbons (slowing the depletion of ozone) and the adoption of an immunization program, or they
may impose "negative" effects, such as environmental pollution, the
spurring of illegal immigration by mismanagement of the economy, and
arms races and wars. These negative externalities reduce the level of
welfare of the affected countries and require the diversion of resources
toward their elimination.
In the next two sections, we present the formal model and derive a
geometric representation of the problem. In the fourth section, we do
some comparative analysis on the issue of military spending and highlight some important features of conflict situations. The final section
presents a summary of the results and concludes with ideas for future
research. It should be stated that this article is an attempt at integrating
the arms race modeling literature (in a static optimizing sense) as exemplified (in a dynamic game setting) by Lambelet (1973), Chatterjee
(1974), and Brito and Intrilligator (1977), with the expected utility
approach (Wittman, 1979; Bueno de Mesquita, 1981). The two-state
approach to the problem is similar to that adopted in a recent article by
Brito and Intrilligator (1985).

MODEL
This article builds on a model developed by Connolly (1970) to
analyze international public goods. For simplicity, assume a twocountry world. Both countries produce a private good, Y1,and a public
good, Mi, which we shall call military capability, where i = 1, 2. Assume
that there are two factors of production, capital and labor. Furthermore, assume that these factors are fully employed in each country, so
that total sectoral use is equal to their endowed supply, that is,
K1= KY +1KM

[1]

Y

[2]

M

where subscripts denote their sectoral use, and superscript i, the
country.
The technology is representedby constant returnsto scale production
functions, where the production of the private good, Y1,is a function of
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the capital and labor employed for civilian purposes and the production
of military capability is a function of the amounts of capital and labor
employed for military use.1

Y.= Fi(K1 L L)=LY fi (

Mi = G (KM',LM)

)

[3]

LMgi (41

In addition, assume that there exists perfect competition among
firms, both sectorally and cross-sectorally. If we assume that the military sector is more capital intensive, we can derive from the above,
concave production possibility curves (PPC) for each country,
Hi(M, Yi)

=

0.

[5]

The amount of military capability produced by a nation is not necessarily equal to the amount available for its consumption. Some proportion of Country 2's military capability has a "spillover" effect on the
effectiveness of Country l's militarydefense. Denote this proportion a12.
Likewise, some proportion of Country l's military capability has a
spillover effect on the effectiveness of Country 2's military capability. In
the same manner, denote this proportion a21. If we represent the total
amount of spillover from Country 2 to Country 1 as M12,then the total
consumption of military capability or national security by Country 1 is
m1

= M -M12

[61

where ml represents the total amount consumed and M1 the total
amount produced by Country 1.
It is important to note that if these two countries are hostile to each
other, M12> 0 and if they are allies, M12< 0. Since we are interested in
analyzing the case of two countries hostile to each other, we assume that
1. In the long run, the production of defense may be a function of the total pool of
available "soldiers,"that is, the population minus some fraction incapable of fighting.
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M12 > 0. The reason that this amount is subtracted from the total
production of M is that, for any given level of military capability a
country may possess, an increase in the amount of military capability of
another hostile country will lead to a decline in the "effective" amount
available for consumption. For example, if military hardware and personnel were solely employed for defensive purposes in Country 1, an
increase in a potential adversary'smilitary capability would lead to a fall
in the former's "effective"defense capability. In other words, it reduces
national security.2
By our previous assumption,
M12 a12M2

[7]

where M2is the total amount of M produced by Country 2 and therefore
some fraction of that total reduces the effectiveness of Country l's
military capability.3
Therefore the total effective consumption of M for Country 1, ml, is
equal to:
m1 = M1- a12M2'

[8]

m2

[9

Likewise, for Country 2
M2 a21MI

In our model, the coefficient, aj, can be viewed as a "coefficient of
aggression." As such, it reflects the perception of threat or hostility from
other nations toward Country i. In our analysis, it is exogenously
determined in one of two ways. It can be seen as the solution to the
problem faced by defense policy analysts in determining the "intent" of
an adversary. This is equivalent to evaluating the appropriate value of
aij. Conversely, it can be considered as the equilibrium outcome of a
"public choice" problem in which different groups in society have different values of aj and therefore each policy alternative has political
repercussions for elected officials or bureaucracies. In fact, the political
2. As discussed later in the article, there is a negative relationship between Ml and the
probability an aggressor will attack. This is the deterrent effect of M.
3. If a12< 0, Country 2 is viewed as an ally, if a12= 0, then it is viewed as neutral,
otherwise it is viewed as an aggressor.
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turmoil duringthe VietnamWar resultedfrom the disparatebeliefs
concerningthe value of ..4
Furthermore,assume that the consumptionof the private good
equalsproduction,that is,
for alli.

Yi yi

[10]

In otherwords,assumeno tradebetweenthetwo countries.Finally,for
the simplicityof the graphicalexposition, assumethe existence of a
homotheticsocialwelfarefunction,Wi,whichdependsupon the quantity consumedof the privategood, yi, and of militarycapability,miS6

BEHAVIOR
NONCOOPERATIVE
We assumethat each countrymaximizessocial welfareunder the
assumptionthateachviewsthe other'sproductionof M as fixed.Therefore, each countryindependentlymaximizes
ij = 1, 2

Wi(M - a.M.,y.)

[11]

inj

subjectto
H i(

Y i) 0[11'1

4. Equations 8 and 9 look like the steady state equations of the Richardsonian model
of arms race.
5. The homotheticity assumption implies that the shares of the two sectors in total
output depend only on the relative shadow prices of the commodities or equivalently, the
income elasticity of demand for each commodity is unity. Graphically,this implies that the
slope of indifference curves along a ray from the origin are equal.
6. What may matter to Country I is its military capability relative to that of Country
2 with some adjustment for the likelihood it will be used against Country 1, that is,
M
I
M
urm 1om
ml log m*
=Mt-a
1

1o

M

2

log M - a
Mr
12 2

M
log Ma
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From the first orderconditionswe get,

awi
MRS
MR==
my

~aw.
ayi

avl
MYH[12)

[12]

ayi

that is, the marginalrateof substitutionin consumptionmustbe equal
to the marginalrate of transformationin productionfor an optimum.
This solutiondefinesa reactionfunctionfor Countryi,
M- i [M.;Sai, KidLiSTl
,
whereT, is a vectorof parametersrepresentingthe level of technology
embeddedin the productionfunctionof each sector.
Figure 1 gives a geometricrepresentationof the problemand draws
the correspondingreactioncurvesnormallyassociatedwiththe assumptions. The curvesA1A1and A2A2representthe initialproductionpossibilitiesfor Countries1 and 2, respectively.If Country2 does not have
any militarycapability(M2= 0), or if the militarycapabilityit has is
viewedas nonthreatening(ax =0), eitherin a militaryorstrategicsense,
then welfaremaximizationimplies an equilibriumat Co,the point of
tangencybetweenA1A1 andthe communityindifferencecurve,W'. At
this point, (ml, yo) units are producedand consumedby Country 1.
Likewise,giventhe same assumptions,Country2 would produceand
consume(mi, y2).In the MIM2 quadrant,the pairs of points (mi, mi)
equal to (M', MO),(since consumptionequals production)gives the
interceptsof eachcountry'sreactioncurves,underthe assumptionthat
the other's level of militaryexpenditureis zero. Now suppose that
Country 2 produces M' units of militarycapabilityand that a12 is
positive.Thiscausesthe net effectivenessof CountryI's militaryto fall
by a12M2.To determinethe consumptionpossibilitylocus for Country
1, subtractthe aboveamount(a12M2)verticallyfromAIAIgivingus the
Since at d' the relativeshadowpriceof Y in termsof M,
curve,DODO.
Py/ PM,is equalto that at Cl thereis anexcesssupplyof Y (measuredby
the difference between the supply at do and the demand, given by the
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Figure 1:

Graphical Exposition of the Model

intersection of the price ratio at do and the ray from the origin). Therefore, the new consumption equilibrium must be to the right of do,
implying a fall in Py/ PM or, equivalently, a rise in the relative value
placed by society on national security. Such a new consumption equilibrium for Country 1 is the amount given by the tangency of DODO
with the
community indifference curve, WI at point C' (lying left of the ray),
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namely (ml, y). The actual amount of M produced by Country 1 when
Country 2 produces M' is Ml. In this manner, we have derived our
second point for Country I's reaction curve, namely (Ml, Mi). If instead
Country 2 increased M2 to M2, Country l's consumption possibility
locus would fall furtherto D'D' and the tangency again implies a decline
in social welfare with (m25 y2) units being consumed and (M2, y2) being
produced. Again, this procedure has generated our third point for
Country 1's reaction curve, (M2, M2). Continuing this procedure for
varying levels of M2 would generate Country 1's reaction curve, R1.
Likewise, we could follow the same procedure to derive Country 2's
reaction curve, R2, by varying the level of Ml and shifting the corresponding consumption possibility locus for Country 2. A stable
Cournot-Nash equilibrium would be a point such as E, where reaction
curves, RI and R2, intersect, with the slope of R2 greater than RI. This
gives us the equilibrium values of military capability produced in both
countries.

COMPARATIVE STATICS ANALYSIS
CASE 1: INCREASE IN aj

Suppose that Country 2's foreign policy changes and becomes more
aggressive vis-a-vis Country 1. In practice, this could result from a
change in leadership or political structure. This is equivalent in the
model to an increase in a12.This would shift RI upwards to RI (from
equation 13, dTi/daij > 0), as illustrated in Figure 2, with a corresponding increase in the military capability of both countries from (Ml, MO)to
(Ml, Ml), and, consequently, a decline in the social welfare of both
nations. To restate, an increase in the perceived aggression by Country 2
results in an increase in the military expenditures of both countries, as
well as a decline in the social welfare of both as consumption of the two
goods falls in each.
CASE 2: RELATIVE GROWTH IN COUNTRY 1

Now, suppose that Country 1 experiences an increase in the capital/
labor ratio relative to Country 2. This could occur as a result of a higher
net investment rate. Given that the production of M is capital intensive,
the increase in the capital/labor ratio in Country 1 would expand the
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PPC as shown in Figure 3. Initially, Country l's PPC was AOA?.As a
result of capital accumulation, it has shifted to AIAI,consistent with M1
being capital intensive. It is clear that since M is a "normal"good, the
demand for it increases as per capita income grows.7 The substitution
effect would also reinforce this income effect, that is, increasing the
consumption of M1. As can be seen, Country l's reaction curve shifts
upwards from R? to RI (d'Li/ dK > 0) and the new equilibrium level of
military capability increases for both countries. But the important result
to notice is that the social welfare of Country 1 increases from a level
given by point Co to that given by C' (D'D' not drawn), whereas the
welfare of Country 2 declines from Woto W1.8 In summary, an increase
7. Demand for defense may be proportional to the stock of capital plus some fixed
amount for the protection of individual "liberties,"or "ideology." Since income is positively related to capital (holding the labor stock constant), then the demand for defense is
increasing in income, that is, a normal good. A very interesting extension of this analysis is
to assume that the demand for military capability is a function not only of aggregate
income but also of its distribution.
8. If we assume there is free disposal of capital then the level of welfare given by the
initial allocation Cogives us the lower bound for the welfare of Country 1. Suppose not. If
an increase in capital resulted in a decline in the level of welfare of Country 1, then it always
has the option of disposing of the incremental amount and continue consuming the old
allocation.
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Greater Economic Growth in Country 1 visa-vis Countr-y2.

in the growth of real income in Country 1 relative to its adversary,
Country 2, which results from a greater rate of capital accumulation,
leads to a decline in Country 2's social welfare (as proportionally more
resources have to be diverted to offset the increased consumption of
military capability by Country 1) and to an increase in the social welfare
of Country 1. This result is consistent with the axiom: "A strong economy
is a nation's best defense."
CASE 3: NEUTRAL TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE

Assume that Country 1 experiences an exogenous Hicks-Neutral
technological development in the production of M alone. The corre-
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sponding shifts in the production possibility and reaction curves for
and
Country I are depicted in Figure 4. Country l's initial PPC is A~lA~l
the corresponding consumption possibility curve is D~Dl Likewise, for
Country 2, the initial PPC and CPC are the curves A2A2and D2D? The
consumption equilibrium in both countries is the set of points C?and C?2,
these being consistent with a Cournot-Nash equilibrium at EonWith
neutral technical change in the military sector of Country 1, the new
PPC shifts to AlA1 and the new CPC shifts to DIDI. As can be seen,
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Country l's reaction curve shifts to RI from R' (OTi/OTi> 0) and the
equilibrium moves from E. to E1. This new equilibrium is consistent
with a CPC for Country 2 of D'D' and equilibrium consumption at C'
implying a drop in social welfare since consumption prior to the technical change was C'. On the other hand, consumption in Country 1 has
increased from C' to C', and therefore social welfare has increased as a
result of the technological improvement.9The amount of military capability has increased in both countries, but this has cost Country 2 a
reduction in social welfare. In summary, technological progress in the
military sector of a nation relative to its,adversary'sleads to an increase
in the production of military capability in both countries, with a resulting increase in the social welfare of the country experiencing the greater
technical change and a decline in the social welfare of the lesser technologically growing nation.
CASE 4: INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTY

In reality, countries do not have complete information on an opponent's military capability. This informational problem may take the
form of not knowing the actual productivity of the opponent's soldiers
(labor) or the level of technology embedded in their military hardware.
Another possibility may be that the actual amount of hardware
(adjusted for quality) cannot be fully verified or counted. This latter
example characterizes one of the main arguments used to oppose the
SALT concept, that is, given the Soviet's refusal for "on-sight" inspection of their nuclear arsenal, any "contract" to freeze present levels
cannot be fully monitored. In fact, not only will there exist strong
incentives to cheat on the agreement, but also there exists a bias towards
quality (R&D) versus quantity due to the high monitoring cost, and
therefore a lower probability of detection of the former form of expenditure. Generally, the nature of the problem in this area of international
relations lends itself to analysis by employing the economic theories
developed to analyze industrial structures.
With respect to our model, the form we use to characterize the
uncertainty and the assumption about the country's attitude towards
risk affects the ultimate solution to the problem. In addition, investments by countries to improve their monitoring (verifying) capability
9. Same argument as in the previous note, in which, instead of free disposal, we
assume the country has the option of not adopting the new technology.
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(loweringthe varianceof estimatesof the opponentsM) ultimatelyhave
effectson the optimallevelof M. Thisareaof militaryexpendituremay
take the form of "spysatellites"or espionageactivity.Therefore,let us
modifyour modelto incorporatesome of thesefeatures.
Imperfectinformationon an opponent'sactualstock of M resultsin
consumption(m) beingstochastic.Assumethat firmsin each country
are risk-neutral.In addition, assumethat each countryperceivesthe
other'smilitarycapabilityas being multiplicativelyseparablein a random variable,yi, (withmean,Aiand variance,u2) and a nonstochastic
functionMj,countryj's "true"militarycapability.So now,
M.
M. = yM.
[141
= (J

LM

with mean, My and variance,GMI,where
M -, Mj

[15]

2 _2UM2

[15']

Consumptionof M is now,
mj=Mja

[16]

YiMi

The objectivefor Countryi is:
Max E [W'(M.
-aijiM3, Y)]

[17]

H(Mf Yd)= 0.

[17'1

subjectto:

Using our first orderconditions,we can solve for Countryi's reaction
curve.
dM.
1
dM.

H-E[W'
[E[W'7y.]
li
2
D

21

a.H
y]i H1]
2I[18]

[18]
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[Cov(Wi1,) H2

]
a.. H2
CoV(Wi1 'y.)H1

D
where (dropping Country superscripts for simplicity),

E[W

,]=E~t;

[am.J

E[W2

E

,

H1
aH

and so forth, and

D =-E[W,,]H 2 +E[W1]H2H2 -2E[W2 ]HH2 -E[W2]H1H2
- E[W1I]H1H22

+E[W22

]H1 + B[W2] H12H11<o

for a maximum.
The slope of each country's reaction curve depends upon its attitude
toward risk and, as a consequence, so does the Cournot-Nash equilibrium level of military expenditure. (For example, (Cov(W'l1, yi)) is a
third derivative of the welfare function.) For a wide class of utility
functions, it can be shown that the slope of Country i's reaction curve is
steeper the more the country is averse to risk. As a result, we can classify
the equilibrium level of military capability relative to the case when both
countries are risk-neutral as follows:

(1) If both countries are risk-averse then the equilibrium level of military expenditure,
M*, is greater.
(2) If one country is more risk-averse than the other, then the country that is more
risk-averse suffers a greater decline in social welfare.
(3) If one country is risk-averse and the other risk-preferring,then the country that is
risk-averse suffers a decline in welfare and the risk-preferring an increase in
welfare.

In conclusion, if we assume countries can be characterized by riskaversion as represented, for example, by a Cobb-Douglas utility function, then the levels of military expenditures are higher in a world where
full verification is costly, than in one where a "benevolent" world
organization possessed knowledge of the actual levels and disclosed this
information.
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CASE 5: MILITARY INTERVENTION

As we have seen, decisions by a nation to acquire arms may lower the
level of welfare of some countries and possibly raise that of others allied
to the former. 10It may be asked under what conditions will countries
intervene militarily in order to attempt to reduce this externality. Before
we begin to explore this issue, let us briefly highlight the nature of the
problem thus far.
Intervention is never optimal from a global viewpoint, since at this
level externalities can be internalized. This is not necessarily true at the
country level. This can best be seen by comparing the solution to the
problem faced by a benevolent world dictatorship that is seeking to
maximize the welfare of its two nations, with the results obtained so far
from our model. Formally, this global social welfare maximization
problem is
Max

W (M - 12M2,yl) + W2(M2- a2AM1,Y2)

[19]

MM, 12

subject to
and H2(M2, Y2 )0.

HI(Ml, Y I)

[19']

From the first order conditions we get that,

MRS

my

awI
aml
aml
aw

ayl

aHI
aMl
__

+__
811

ay1

aw2
am2
am

a21aW

MRT

I

MY

+ E1

x

[20]

ay1

where IElI is the distortion to the relative shadow prices faced by
Country 1 resulting from the externality. A similar condition holds for
Country 2. By comparing equations 12 and 20, we can see that if a2l is
positive, that is, military expenditures by Country 1 are perceived by
Country 2 as hostile (a negative externality), then there exists greater
expenditures on arms in this second-best world (equation 12) than in
10. We could generalize the model to include more than two countries. For example,
suppose we have three countries-i, j, and k-in which Countries i and k are allies and
adversaries of j. Then, mR= Mi + aikMk- ajMj.
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one where countries face the "true"costs of their actions (equation 20).
Therefore, the failure to develop international institutions that are
capable of internalizing the externalities that result from international
interactions can lead to the outbreak of war.
We begin by presenting a simple exposition of the conditions that
may lead to the outbreak of war. In the discussion that follows, assume
that no voluntary redistribution of resources is possible. This implies
that the sufficient conditions we will derive for a credible threat of war
are equivalent to sufficient conditions for the outbreak of war. Assume
that Countries 1 and 2 are in equilibrium, as shown in Figure 5. Consumption equilibriumfor Country 1 is at the levels of (ml, yl) given by Cl
and likewise for Country 2 at C'. Furthermore, assume that Country 1
knows for certain that if it engages Country 2 in a military conflict it will
win, but at the cost of destroying some fraction of its economy-wide
resources. This proportion of loss is a function of the effective military
capability of Country 1 relative to its adversary. A "win" implies that
Country 1 destroys some fraction of its opponent's military capability,
but more importantly it lowers the coefficient of aggression to zero by
negotiating for a regime not hostile to it. In other words, a victory
implies the loser is no longer an aggressor. Another possible motive for
intervention in our model would be for a forced transfer of property
rights from the loser to the victor. In this scenario, Country 1 would
confiscate a portion of the resources of Country 2 as a spoil of war. In
effect, this shifts the PPC of Country 1 outwards. This latter motive is
the one assumed by Brito and Intrilligator (1985), in which they define
war to be the use of weapons to effect an involuntary redistribution of
resources.
If we assume risk-neutral preferences, the issue of whether intervention is perceived as optimal by a country is simple in this example. If the
indifference curve, WI, tangent to the expected transformation curve
after war is above W', then intervention is welfare improving. On the
other hand, if WI is below W7, then the initial allocation is optimal. In
Figure 5, the expected transformation curve after war is labeled A'AI
and as can be seen, expected welfare is higher after a conflict. The
difference between A'A' and A11A'(now equal to CPC since aj = 0),
measures the amount of resources expected to be destroyed as a result of
intervention. In the case where both opponents have nuclear weapons,
neither has first-strike capability, and the fraction of resources expected
to be destroyed in both nations approaches one, engagement in a
nuclear war is not optimal. This is equivalent to being located in what
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The Military Intervention Problem

Intrilligator and Brito (1984) define as the "cone of mutual deterrence."
In fact, this is just a restatement of the reasoning behind a nuclear
deterrence policy of "mutual assured destruction." To summarize,
Country l's strategy when the probability of a win is one is as follows:
If [WI - WV]> 0 intervene and a new equilibrium is reached, otherwise no
intervention and the first-stage Cournot-Nash solution remains the equilibrium
allocation.

From the simple example above, we can see that the decision problem
is a two-stage game. The first stage of the process is to choose the levels
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of Mi, Yi that are socially optimal and, assuming a Cournot-Nash
equilibrium allocation of {(m*, yr), (mj*,yj*)},the second stage requires
choosing whether to enter into a conflict based on the first-stage's
equilibrium outcome. If instead we modelled the problem as a two-stage
perfect equilibrium game, we would proceed as follows: First, solve the
second-stage decision of whether to enter into a conflict or not conditional on the first-stage's choice having been made in an optimal
fashion. This will result in a payoff function for the second stage that
looks like a Prisoner's Dilemma game. Second, insert this payoff function into the first-stage's objective function and solve for the optimal
values of Mi, Yi. Brito and Intrilligator (1985) recently approached the
problem in a similar manner. We will take the former approach and
solve the problem sequentially.
Since we have already solved the first-stage decision, let us proceed to
discuss the second-stage one. We begin by noting that if Country i wins
a conflict, it can achieve a lowering of at We assume there exists a distribution of possible outcomes for aj in both the case of a victory or a
defeat. Let Xi denote a random variable of possible outcomes of a conflict involving Country i and xi denote the realized value of Xi. We can
define Xi to be continuous, but for simplicity, assume that xi 1 if Country i is victorious in a conflict and xi = 0 if it is defeated. Let zi(aijIxi = 1)
denote the probability density function of aijconditional on Country i
winning the conflict, and zi(aijIxi = 0) the distribution function conditional on a defeat of i. Note also that there exists the possibility that in
either outcome the realized value for aj may be negative, that is, the other
country goes from an adversary to an ally. If we denote Pi as the probability that xi = 1 and qi as the probability that xi = 0 (with pi + qi = 1), then
we can define the distribution function for aj as follows:
Pi(aij =zi(aij lxi = )Pi + zi(aiJ xi ?O)qi.

[21]

Likewise, we define a conditional probability distribution function
for the capital and labor that will remain in each country after the end of
the conflict. These amounts of resources may include the augmenting of
"own" resources through the confiscation of capital and labor from the
loser, or losing resources beyond those destroyed in war as a "payment"
to the victor. We denote the conditional probability density function for
the capital and labor remaining in Country i, Ki and Li as, hi(KiIxi = 1)
and hi(KiIxi = 0) and likewise for labor. These define conditional distributions for the country's production possibilities under the two possible
outcomes.
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Finally, the probability of winning, pi, or losing, qi, for Country i
depends on the military capability of both adversaries. For Country i,
this will be denoted as
pi = Prob(x. = 1) = Qi(Mi, Md).

[22]

where

api
aM.

> 0 and

aPi
aM.

<0

We can represent the same for Country j.
Finally, the expected value of security consumption for Country i
conditional on a victory is
E[mIxix= 1] =E[MiIxi= 1] -E[aiMjIxix= 1]
-E[M

[23]

Ix = 1] - COV(aj, M.Ix = 1)

+ E[a.i Ixi = 1] E[M xix= 1].
The expected value of security consumption for Country i is
=
E [mi] = E[miIxi
1x]pi

+ E[miixi =?0]q.i

[24]

Given the above, if we define the level of welfare for Country i after
the first-stage allocation as Wi(m*, yr), then a conflict will occur and will
be initiated by Country i or by Country j, respectively, if,
EW - piE[W,(min,y,)] + q.E[W.(m?,yr)] > W (m*, Y*)

[25]

EW.= p E[W.(m!,
y?)]I > W(m*,
y!)] + q.E[W.(m?,
j
JJJ yj*)
ii
JYj
j
JJJ

[26]

or,

where (mil, y') denotes the value of military and private consumption if
xi 1 and (mi, yo) if xi = 0.
The status quo is optimal and no conflict occurs if the above two
inequalities are reversed and hold for both i and j.
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CONCLUSIONS AND POSSIBLE EXTENSIONS
Let me conclude by suggesting some further developments possible
within the framework of the model.
First of all, we could generalize the above by introducing the possibility of redistribution or side-payments. For example, suppose that
EWi < Wi but EWj> Wj, then there may exist some Pareto-improving
allocation of resources that prevents a war. In other words, there may
exist the possibility that Country i can transfer resources to Country j
and leave both countries better off than had they entered into a war. War
will then occur and be initiated by Country j when EWj> Wj and there
exists no possible redistribution of resources from i to j such that i is still
at least as well off and j is better off than if it entered into war (see, e.g.,
Wittman, 1979; Brito and Intrilligator, 1985).
Second, note that the same type of analysis can be used to study the
effects of goods externalities as well as military externalities, for example, pollution effects, trade interdependencies, and so forth, where the
maximand now become
Wi(Mi- aiM, Yi - bY.),
where bijmeasures the degree of goods externality.
Finally, there are several conjectures that provide areas for future
research by combining both stages of the model.
(1) An increase in the economic growth of acountry relative to its adversaries will lead
to greater opportunities for side-payments in order to avoid conflict. We can name
this the Saudi Arabian conjecture.
(2) An increase in aj relative to a3i(for example, a shift in the ideology of i relative to j)
increases the possibility of conflict. Cases in point, IranIraq, Ethiopia-Somalia,
North-South Vietnam and Korea.
(3) Large differential changes in technological developments between adversaries
increases the likelihood of conflict. Strategic Defense Initiative?
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